
One day at 12:15 am : Sacramento Kindness Campaign
received an email call for help from a San Juan Unified
School District parent who needed help. She and her
daughter were living in their car. 

San Juan Unified School District—Provided sleeping bags
Kiwanis of Carmichael—Provided a connection to transportation to pick up items for client
SKC Founder, Sarah, donated survival and comfort supplies once the client chose to camp
while a home was found
SKC bought them a tent and provided hotel accommodations plus mutual assistance and
advice.

SKC was able to work with community partners to help this family find support and their footing. 

Partners in this case: 

“ Hi Sarah! Just wanted to let you know we are doing well with all
of the wonderful things you provided to us! 

So much has happened since we last spoke! I have been very
determined and have been searching for a place and talking to all
kinds of people! We ended up camping out in my boyfriends sisters
backyard for the past two nights and hopefully we can stay here
for a little. 

The step up program found us an apartment in Carmichael!!! We
put the app in today along with a holding deposit and they
needed more papers from me so I went to take them and she said
that everything came back great and we were all approved on her
end and just waiting for section8 inspection!!!! Isn't that great? Im
so excited! The apartment isnt available until mid August but who
cares! We have a place to call home now!!! 

I would like to thank you for all that u fid for me and my family.

Really. You have helped me more then any of my family has ever
helped me in my whole lifetime. Thank u so much Sarah from the
bottom of my heart. Ill never forget u and I hope that we can
remain friends forever!”
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"I am good! I have my own
apartment in Carmichael now!!!

Moved in on the 7th and I was so
happy I kept crying the whole day
we moved. I wanted to thank u again
for helping me when I had no one. I
was given the keys and as I walked
in I sat down in my room and took a
look around feeling so happy and
accomplished and the one person I
thought of right away to share my
joy with was you. I'm so grateful for
the help you gave to me and my
family"


